Dear ,
please take note of the below changes affecting our flights in Selous Game
Reserve from the 1st of June 2017.
CQ305 - AFTERNOON FLIGHT INTO SELOUS
Following the insisting request from our agents, we decided to postpone the
flight to 16:30. It was previously scheduled to operate at 16:00, however this often
resulted in a too short connection for guest arriving in DAR with Emirates, Qatar
and South African, due to the long queues at customs. The extra 30 minutes will
ensure a smooth and reliable connection.
CQ306 - AFTERNOON FLIGHT OUT OF SELOUS
As a consequence of the above postponement we will no longer be able to operate
the late afternoon flight out of Selous, which will be regretfully removed from the
schedule with immediate effect. Be reassured that, as usual, we will honor
every existing booking and we will accept further passengers on those
flights. But also for new dates worry not: our reservations staff might be able to
make a plan for you on a day by day basis, with us or with another carrier. Just
contact us and we will find the best solution for you as usual!
NEW AIRSTRIP: MBUYU
Starting from the 1st of August we will operate on request the Mbuyu airstrip, in
lower Selous. As usual the airstrips stops will be added on a first-come-firstserved basis, up to a maximum of 3 airstrips per flight.
You can download the updated schedule and price list from the link below.
Kind regards,
Enrico Tognoni
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